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Elevate Your Communication: Change Your
Patients Behavior!
Emme Sanders, RDH
Lead Productivity Coach
Inspired Hygiene, Inc
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What is communication?

Learning Objectives
• Understand how beliefs effect behavior
• Apply transformational language in daily patient care
• Discover your professional communication power
• 4 Principals of communication
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Communication Research
Definition of communication
• 1a: a process by which information is exchanged between individuals
through a common system of symbols, signs, or behavior the function
of pheromones in insect communication also : exchange of information
• b: personal rapport a lack of communication between old and young
persons

Albert Mehrabian, et al.
Professor of Psychology at UCLA

• 2a: information communicated : information transmitted or conveyed
• b: a verbal or written message The captain received an
important communication
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1971 wrote
Silent Messages

1981, 1971. Silent Messages: Implicit Communication of Emotions and Attitudes.
Wadsworth Belmont, CA

7%, 38%, 55% Rule
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Mehrabian’s rule
7-38-55

Communication is
7% is Verbal
93% is Non-Verbal

7% Verbal
38% Tone of Voice
55% is Body Language
Verb al

Verb al

Non -Verb al
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To n e of Voi ce

B od y Lan gu ag e
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38% Tone of Voice
What is tone of voice?

• Tempo
• Volume

Verb al
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38% Tone of Voice
• Tempo
Fast
Slow

• Tempo
• Volume

• Volume
Loud
Soft

Verb al

To n e of Voi ce

B od y Lan gu ag e
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Define Yell?
A loud, sharp cry, especially of pain, surprise, or
delight; a shout
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Define Whisper?
A soft or confidential tone of voice; a whispered
word or phrase
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55% is Body Language
• Positive body
language
• Negative body
language

If you can master…
NON-VERBAL COMMUNICATION

• Facial
Expressions
• Hand
Movements
• Posture

Verb al
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To n e of Voi ce

You will leverage your ability to win
the communication conversation
with patients!
B od y Lan gu ag e
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Proxemics
Edward T. Hall

4 Principles of Communication

1963 he coined the phrase and defined
Proxemics as

Active Listening

Proxemics
Clear Statements

Duplication
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“the interrelated observations and theory
of humans use of space as a specialized
elaboration of culture”
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Public Space
25-12 feet

4 Principles of Communication
1) Proxemics

CLINICAL
EDUCATION
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Social Space
12-4 feet
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Personal Space
4-1.4 feet

CLINICAL
EDUCATION
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Intimate Space
4 feet to touching
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4 Principles of Communications
2) Clear Statements

How to create “Clear Statements”
• Get clear the message you want to deliver

•Concise
•Precise

• Use power words
• Be concise and quickly
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Stop Saying

Start Saying

Communication Tip

Little is a….

§Little
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Stop Saying
§Little
§I found
§We just went to a CE Course

Start Saying

4 Principles of Communication
3) Active Listening

§You Have
§We now know
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Active Listening Builds…
• Rapport
• Understanding
• Trust
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4 Principles of Communication
4) Duplication
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4 Principles of Communication
Duplication Questions
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Active Listening

Proxemics

• Is there anything I have been unclear
about?
• What questions do you have for me?
• Does it make sense to go ahead and
treat your disease today?
• Is there anything else I can answer for
you before we schedule your
treatment?

Clear Statements

Duplication
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Greeting The Patient

Non-Verbal Ways To Greet Patients
§Stand up to say hello if you are sitting down
§Posture-shoulders back
§Smile
§If you are on the phone, you can smile and give the “1 min” hand
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Verbal Ways To Greeting Patients

Insurance Updates at Patient Greeting?

§“Mrs. Smith, I am so glad to see you, let me share with the team you
have arrived.”

§Ask open ended questions instead of closed questions

§“Welcome Mrs. Smith, Sally is excited to see you today.”
§“Mrs. Smith, we were just saying that we couldn’t wait to see you
today.”
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§Closed- “Any changes in your insurance?”
§Opened- “Tell me about your current insurance plan”
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Medical History Update at Patient Greeting

Quick Tip For Medical Histories At Greeting

§“Mrs. Smith, in order to best take care of you today,
we would appreciate your help with this paperwork.”

§If using digitized versions, allow for extra time for
computer challenged patients
§You could have patient complete forms on paper for
their comfort
§Point patients to stand in designated area

§“Dr. Jones has asked me to have you complete these
records”
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Walking Patients Back

Medical History Review

• Walk out to greet
patient in lobby area
(not waiting room)
• Call patient by name
• Help carry patient
items
• Social Chit Chat
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“Any changes in your medical history?”

Has this happened to you?
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Then Exam Time

Mrs. Smith says…

“Mrs. Smith, I am so
glad to see you! How
have you been?”

”no honey, just another year
older”
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Mrs. Smith’s response to Dr.

Assistant or Hygienist
“Hello?
You could have told
me that when I asked
you!”

”Really well.
You know I had
open heart surgery
last month?”
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If you want a different answer, you
must ask a different question
“Mrs. Smith, tell me about your last trip to see
your medical doctor.”

Chairside With A Patient-Non-Verbal

01

02

03

04

05

Sitting knee to
knee

Sitting side by
side

Same Plane:

Think mirroring:
mirror their
body language

No important
conversation
while patient is
laying back

NO CHANGES….
Follow up question…
”Great to hear, so are you still taking your blood pressure
medication?”
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If they are
standing, you
stand
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Knee to Knee

Side
SidebybySide
Side
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Radiographs Verbal Skill
“Today Dr. Jones and I reviewed
your last visit notes, and he has
asked me to update your
radiographs.”
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Periodontal Assessment Verbal Skill
§Tell the patient what you are doing

“Mrs. Smith, today, I am going to evaluate
your gum health, you will have healthy
gums, gingivitis or periodontal disease.
You will hear me call out numbers. 2, and
3, are healthy numbers you want to hear.
4, 5, anything higher are areas of concern.
Mrs. Smith, remember, healthy gums don’t
bleed.”
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Completing periodontal assessment
• Call the numbers out
loud so the patient
can hear them
• Print perio chart in
color
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Discussing Periodontal Disease
§Sit side by side
§Hand them their perio chart-they own it
§“You have an active infection”
§“I am concerned because people who have this
infection have an elevated risk of cardiovascular
disease or stroke”
§It’s in your best interest to treat your active
infection with periodontal therapy”
§What questions do you have for me?
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Communication: Need To Know, Nice To Know
NEED to know information
side by side
knee to knee

Hyg. Handoff to Dr.

NICE to know information
while working
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Close ended statements
while washing hands…

• “Nice to see you”
• “Welcome back”
• “Thank you for coming today”
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Dr. prompts team meber, “Emme tell me about today’s visit”.
§Share Medical History info
§What radiographs you took
§Periodontal assessment
results
§Clinical exam results
§Close
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“Dr. Jones, today we
• reviewed Mrs. Smith’s medical history
• update her vertical bitewing radiographs
• did a comprehensive periodontal assessment
• Mrs. Smith has signs of moderate localized perio disease
• We have discussed periodontal therapy and she is ready
to move forward with that
• Mrs. Smith also has a mesial marginal ridge fracture and
possible decay on 14. I shared with her that you may suggest
a Cerec restoration today
• We need your expert diagnosis.”
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Clinical Exam And Handoff Back To Hygienist
§Use confirmation statements to support what the hygienist
discovered
§Clearly repeat recommended treatment
§Seat patient up for closure questions and statements
§What questions can I answer for you right now?
§If you have no additional question, I am leaving you in
great hands
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Use confirmation statements to support what
the team discovered

Doctor Closing Statements

§“I see exactly what you are talking about”
§“Great find”

§“I am confident that having Emme treat your perio disease is
the next best step. After your infection is under control, we
will move forward with restoring #14 back to its original
strength and function with a Cerec Restoration. Do you have
any last-minute questions for me?”

§“You are right that does need a Cerec restoration on 14”

§“What can I answer for you right now?”
§“If you have no additional questions, I am leaving you in
great hands”
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What does admin team need to know to be
happy?

Hyg Handoff to Admin
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• What services were complete
today?
• What treatment is next?
• How long for next appt?
• Any financial questions?
• Scheduled?
• Patients concerns
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Tips for Hygiene to Admin Handoff

Could sound like this…

§Use patients’ name
§State the treatment completed today
§Share the patients’ decision as it relates to the treatment plan
§Review the patients’ needs, for example, help with maximizing
insurance contribution or help with a financial arrangement
§Thank the patient, let them know they are in good hands

§“Sally, Mrs. Smith had a great appointment today.
§What we accomplished is already in the computer for you.
§We do have some have some treatment needs. I have
already reserved her next perio therapy appointment with
me.
§Could you assist her with scheduling to restore #14 as soon
as possible?”
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Hygiene Close To Patient

Admin Close With Patient

§“Mrs. Smith thank you for allowing us the opportunity to
serve you today.
§Should you have any other questions for us please do not
hesitate to call us.
§Sally will help you finish your appointment for today and get
you scheduled to restore your fractured tooth.
§I am leaving you with our scheduling expert.”
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§“I am glad to hear you had a great visit today.”
§I have printed your treatment plan.
§‘This is our fee”
§“This is what we believe that your insurance may assist with”
§“This is the amount you will need to be prepared to bring with
you to your appointment”

§“What questions can I answer for you right now?”
§THEN BE QUIET!!!!
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Mehrabian’s rule
7-38-55
Let ’s
Review

7% Verbal
38% Tone of Voice
55% is Body Language
Verb al
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To n e of Voi ce

B od y Lan gu ag e
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4 Principles of Communication
Active Listening

Proxemics
Clear Statements

Duplication
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Stop Saying

Start Saying

§ Little bleeding
§ I found
§ Just took a CE course
§ It didn't work
§ You need
§ Check
§ SRP/Deep Cleaning
§ A little Infections
§ Expensive/Cost
§ Front Desk

§ Light, Moderate or Severe
§ You have
§ We now know
§ It’s time to do something different
§ It’s in your best interest
§ Diagnosis
§ Perio Therapy
§ Active Infection
§ Investment
§ I’m concerned
§ Admin Team
§ Healthy gums don’t bleed
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GET SLIDES & RESOURCES
TEXT YOUR EMAIL ADDRESS TO

919-629-1774

Contact for additional support
Email:
Websites:

SandersRDH@gmail.com
EmmeSandersRDH.com
InspiredHygiene.com

CLINICAL
EDUCATION
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Thank You

CLINICAL
EDUCATION
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